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Abstract

The dawn of the 21st century has seen a growing interest in vehicular networking and its myriad potential
applications. The initial view of practitioners and researchers was that radio-equipped vehicles could keep the
drivers informed about potential safety risks and increase their awareness of road conditions. The view then
expanded to include access to the Internet and associated services. This position paper proposes and promotes a
novel and more comprehensive vision namely, that advances in vehicular networks, embedded devices and cloud
computing will enable the formation of autonomous clouds of vehicular computing, communication, sensing,
power and physical resources. Hence, we coin the term, autonomous vehicular clouds (AVCs). A key feature
distinguishing AVCs from conventional cloud computing is that mobile AVC resources can be pooled dynamically
to serve authorized users and to enable autonomy in real-time service sharing and management on terrestrial,
aerial, or aquatic pathways or theaters of operations. In addition to general-purpose AVCs, we also envision the
emergence of specialized AVCs such as mobile analytics laboratories. Furthermore, we envision that the
integration of AVCs with ubiquitous smart infrastructures including intelligent transportation systems, smart cities
and smart electric power grids will have an enormous societal impact enabling ubiquitous utility cyber-physical
services at the right place, right time and with right-sized resources.
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1. The vehicular model

The past 20 years have seen an unmistakable trend to
make the vehicles on our roads smarter and the driving
experience safer and more enjoyable. A typical car or truck
today is likely to contain at least some of the following
devices: an on-board computer, a GPS device, a radio
transceiver, a short-range rear collision radar device, a
camera, supplemented in high-end models with a variety
of sophisticated sensing devices. Some high-end vehicles
already offer the convenience of an event data recorder

(EDR) that collects transactional data from most of the
vehicle sub-assemblies. It is not widely known that some
GM vehicles as old as model year 1994 were equipped
with an EDR-like device able to store retrievable data. In
general, the EDRs are intended to be tamper-proof, very
much like the well-known black boxes on board commer-
cial and military aircraft. Among other things, the EDRs
are designed to optimize the ‘up time’ of vehicles by
sophisticated self-checks and by scheduling vehicles for
maintenance on a per-need basis as opposed to a fixed cal-
endar date. In 2006 the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) declared its intent to standard-
ize the various EDR devices provided, on a voluntary
basis, by car and truck manufacturers [1]. As it turns
out, the EDRs are already having a societal impact, as they
are finding their way into the courtrooms where insurance
companies use EDR logs in their litigations.*Corresponding author. Email: olariu@cs.odu.edu
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As technology is moving closer and closer to packing
sophisticated resources in individual vehicles, many
manufacturers are turning their attention to making the
vehicles on our roads more fuel- and energy-efficient than
ever. It is sufficient to recall that the past decade has seen
the emergence of hybrid vehicles from the automotive
engineer’s drawing board into production, to the point
where today half a dozen car and truck manufacturers
offer hybrid vehicles on the American market.

In addition to their sophisticated array of sensing and
computation capabilities, the availability of virtually
unlimited power supply and growing Internet presence
will make our vehicles perfect candidates for housing
powerful on-board computers augmented with huge stor-
age devices that, collectively, may act as networked com-
puting centers on wheels.

2. Why vehicular networks?

Wireless technology was available for the past 60 years
yet, with few exceptions, it did not find its way into the
arena of vehicular communications until very recently.
In order to understand the sea change that we have wit-
nessed in the past decade or so, it helps to recall that
the US Department of Transportation (US-DOT) esti-
mates that in a single year, congested highways due to
various traffic events cost over $75 billion in lost worker
productivity and over 8.4 billion gallons of fuel [2].
The US-DOT also notes that over half of all congestion
events are caused by highway incidents rather than by
rush-hour traffic in big cities [1]. Further, the NHTSA
indicates that congested roads are one of the leading
causes of traffic accidents, projecting data extrapolated
from January to September 2009 statistics, that, for
2009, an estimated 25576 fatalities are directly attribut-
able to traffic-related incidents [3].

Unfortunately, on most US highways, congestion is a
daily event and with rare exceptions, advance notification
of imminent congestion is unavailable [4–6]. It is worth
mentioning that in the transportation science community
several solutions for reducing the effects of congestion
were contemplated over the years [7, 8]. One of the pro-
posed solutions involves adding more traffic lanes to our
roadways and streets. While at first sight this seems to be a
reasonable course of action, a recent study has pointed
out that this strategy is futile in the long run as it is likely
to lead to more congestion and to increased levels of pol-
lution [8]. On the other hand, it has been argued that
given sufficient advance notification, drivers could make
educated decisions about taking alternate routes; in turn,
this would improve traffic safety by reducing the severity
of congestion and, at the same time, save time and fuel
[7, 9].

Under present-day technology traffic monitoring and
incident reporting systems employ inductive loop detec-
tors (ILDs), video cameras, acoustic tracking systems

and microwave radar sensors [7]. By far the most preva-
lent among these devices are the ILDs embedded in high-
ways every mile (or half-mile) [10–12]. ILDs measure
traffic flow by registering a signal each time a vehicle
passes over them. Each ILD (including hardware and
controllers) costs around $8200; in addition, the ILDs
are connected by optical fiber that costs $300000 per mile
[9, 13]. Interestingly, official statistics shows that over
50% of the installed ILD base and 30% of the video cam-
eras are defective [7, 12]. Not surprisingly, transportation
departments worldwide are looking for less expensive,
more reliable and more effective methods for traffic mon-
itoring and incident detection.

To be effective, innovative traffic-event detection sys-
tems must enlist the help of the most recent technological
advances. This has motivated extending the idea of
Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET) to roadway and
street communications. The new type of networks,
referred to as Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET) that
employ a combination of Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications, have
been proposed to give drivers advance notification of traf-
fic events. In V2V systems, each vehicle is responsible for
inferring the presence of an incident based on reports
from other vehicles.

As we just saw, the original impetus for the interest in
VANET was provided by the need to inform fellow driv-
ers of actual or imminent road conditions, delays, conges-
tion, hazardous driving conditions and other similar
traffic-related concerns. Therefore, most VANET applica-
tions focus on traffic status reports, collision avoidance,
emergency alerts, cooperative driving and other similar
concerns [14–16, 40, 42]. Almost across the board, the
community of researchers and practitioners anticipate that
advances in VANET, or other emerging vehicle-based
computing and communications technology, are poised
to have a huge societal impact. Because of this envisioned
societal impact, numerous vehicle manufacturers,
government agencies and standardization bodies around
the world have spawned national and international
consortia devoted exclusively to VANET. Examples
include Networks-on-Wheels, the Car-2-Car Communi-
cation Consortium, the Vehicle Safety Communications
Consortium, Honda’s Advanced Safety Vehicle Program,
among many others. We refer the interested readers to
the survey articles [17, 18] where many US and European
initiatives and standards are discussed in detail.

The past few years have witnessed a rapid convergence
of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) and VANET
leading to the emergence of Intelligent Vehicular
Networks with the expectation to revolutionize the way
we drive by creating a safe, secure and robust ubiquitous
computing environment that will eventually pervade our
highways and city streets. In support of traffic-related
communications, the US Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) has allocated 75 MHz of spectrum in the
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5.850–5.925 GHz band specially allocated by the FCC
for Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC)
[5, 19]. It was recently noticed that the DSRC spectrum
set aside by the FCC, by far exceeds the needs of traffic-
related safety applications. This observation has motivated
the emergence of a host of other applications that can
take advantage of the allocated spectrum. Not surpris-
ingly, we see more and more third-party providers
offering non-safety-related applications ranging from
location-specific services, to on-the-road peer-to-peer
communications, to Internet access, to on-line gaming
and other forms of mobile entertainment. In due time,
we will see the emergence of commercial applications tar-
geted at the traveling public and distributed via the excess
bandwidth in DSRC. As a pleasant side benefit, the
unsightly billboards that flank our highways will disappear
and will be replaced by in-vehicle advertising that the dri-
ver can filter according to their wants and needs.

3. Looking into the crystal ball

Recently, there has been a good deal of commercial and
research interests in utilizing broadband communications
and wireless technologies to provide Internet connectivity
to the public on the road [15, 20–23]. One such system
that has received quite a bit of attention in the recent lit-
erature is known as Drive-thru Internet [24, 25] and
relies on dedicated road-side access points (AP) on road-
ways and city streets to enable the driving public to con-
nect to the Internet, at least while they are within the
coverage of the infrastructure. An important feature of
Drive-thru Internet systems is the multi-access sharing
of the same AP’s bandwidth by the vehicles that are
simultaneously under its coverage [26]. Since, as a rule,
the vehicles move very fast, and the coverage limitations
are dictated by present-day technology, the amount of
data that a passing vehicle can download from any given
AP is rather limited, a state of affairs that is promoting
vehicular interchanges and the blossoming of vehicular
peer-to-peer connections that are key to mitigating the
effects of the limited Internet coverage conferred
by Drive-thru Internet and other similar schemes
[14, 27–29].

We also fully expect third-party infrastructure providers
to deploy various forms of road-side infrastructure as well
as advanced in-vehicle resources such as embedded power-
ful computing and storage devices, cognitive radios and
cognitive radio networks, and multi-modal programmable
sensor nodes. As a result, in the near future, vehicles
equipped with computing, communication and sensing
capabilities will be organized into ubiquitous and pervasive
networks with virtually unlimited Internet access while on
the move. This will revolutionize the driving experience
making it safer and more enjoyable [14, 20, 21].

The huge array of on-board capabilities is likely to
remain underutilized by safety applications alone. The

realization of this fact has already motivated the investiga-
tion of offering value-added services including on-line
gaming, mobile infotainment, along with various loca-
tion-specific services. We conjecture that the potential is
even far beyond that. Specifically, we propose to ‘take
vehicular networks to the clouds’ so that our prized trans-
portation means can take their natural place integrated
with our productivity, comfort, safety and economic
prosperity.

4. Cloud computing

The notion cloud computing started from the realization
of the fact that instead of investing in infrastructure, busi-
nesses may find it useful to rent the infrastructure and
sometimes the needed software to run their applications
[30, 31]. This powerful idea has been suggested, at least
in part, by ubiquitous and relatively low-cost high-speed
Internet, virtualization and advances in parallel and dis-
tributed computing and distributed databases. One of
the key benefits of cloud computing is that it provides
scalable access to computing resources and information
technology (IT) services [23].

Cloud computing is a paradigm shift adopted by a large
number of infrastructure providers who have a large
installed infrastructure that often goes underutilized.
Hand in hand with cloud computing go ‘cloud IT ser-
vices’ where not only computational resources and stor-
age are rented, but specialized services are also provided
on demand. In this context, a user may purchase the
amount of services they need at the moment. As their
IT needs grow and as their services and customer base
expand, the users will be in the market for more and more
cloud services and more diversified computational and
storage resources. In general there are three delivery
models for cloud services: Software as a Service (SaaS):
customers rent software hosted by the vendor; Platform
as a Service (PaaS): customers rent infrastructure and pro-
gramming tools hosted by the vendor to create their own
applications; and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS): cus-
tomers rent processing, storage, networking and other
fundamental computing resources for all purposes
[17, 31–33].

5. Autonomous vehicular clouds

The huge fleet of energy-sufficient vehicles that crisscross
our roadways, airways, and waterways, most of them with
a permanent Internet presence, featuring substantial
on-board computational, storage and sensing capabilities
can be thought of as a huge farm of computers on the
move. These attributes make vehicles ideal candidates
for nodes in a cloud as described above. Indeed, the
owner of a vehicle may decide to rent out their in-vehicle
capabilities on demand, or a per-instance, or a per-day,
per-week or per-month basis, just as owners of large com-
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puting facilities find it economically appealing to rent out
excess capacity to seek pecuniary advantages.

More significantly, we postulate that vehicles will
autonomously self-organize into clouds utilizing their
corporate resources on demand and largely in real time
in resolving critical problems that may occur unexpect-
edly. The new vehicular clouds will also contribute to
unraveling some technical challenges of the increasingly
complex transportation systems with their emergent
behavior and uncertainty.

We believe it is only a matter of time before the huge
vehicular fleets on our roadways, streets and parking lots
will be recognized as an abundant and underutilized com-
putational resource that can be tapped into for the pur-
pose of providing third-party or community services.
However, what distinguishes vehicles from standard
nodes in a conventional cloud is autonomy and mobility.
Indeed, large numbers of vehicles spend substantial
amounts of time on the road and may be involved in
dynamically changing situations; we argue that in such sit-
uations, the vehicles have the potential to cooperatively
solve problems that would take a centralized system an
inordinate amount of time, rendering the solution
useless.

In [34] Olariu et al. argued convincingly that it is only
a matter of time before the huge vehicular fleets on our
roadways, streets and parking lots will be recognized as
an abundant and under-utilized computational resource
that can be tapped into for the purpose of providing
third-party or community services. However, what distin-
guishes vehicles from standard nodes in a conventional
cloud is autonomy and mobility. Indeed, large numbers
of vehicles spend substantial amounts of time on the road
and may be involved in dynamically changing situations;
Olariu et al. [34] argued that in such situations, the vehi-
cles have the potential to cooperatively solve problems
that would take a centralized system an inordinate
amount of time, rendering the solution useless.

In this work on continue to explore various aspects of
the vehicular cloud (VC) concept proposed by Olariu
et al. in their seminal paper [34].

With this in mind, we have coined the term autono-
mous vehicular cloud (AVC) to refer to: a group of largely
autonomous vehicles whose corporate computing, sensing,
communication and physical resources can be coordinated
and dynamically allocated to authorized users.

In our view, the AVC concept is the next natural step in
meeting the computational and situational awareness
needs not only of the driving public but also of a much
larger segment of the population. A primary goal of the
AVC is to provide on-demand solutions to events that
have occurred but cannot be met reasonably with pre-
assigned assets or in a proactive fashion.

It is important to delineate the structural, functional
and behavioral characteristics of AVCs. As a step in this
direction, in this position paper, we identify autonomous

cooperation among vehicular resources as a distinguishing
characteristic of AVCs. Another important characteristic
of AVCs is the ability to offer a seamless integration and
decentralized management of cyber-physical resources;
an AVC can dynamically adapt its managed vehicular
resources allocated to applications according to the appli-
cations’ changing requirements and environmental and
systems conditions.

As far as a simple taxonomy goes, AVCs can be public,
private or various hybrids thereof. The public AVC will
provide (typically short-term) services on the Internet,
whereas a private AVC is proprietary and provides (typi-
cally long-term) services to a limited set of users and
would belong to specific vehicle fleets such as FedEx,
UPS, Costco or Wal-Mart. As an example of a hybrid
AVC, one may consider inter-AVC cooperation as dis-
cussed in Section 6.

It is not too far-fetched to imagine, in the not-so-
distant future, a large-scale federation of AVCs will be
established ad hoc in support of mitigating a large-scale
emergency. One of these large-scale emergencies could
be a planned evacuation in the face of a potentially deadly
hurricane or tsunami that is expected to make landfall in a
coastal region [35, 36]. Yet another such emergency
would be a natural or man-made disaster apt to destroy
the existing infrastructure and to play havoc with cellular
communications. In such a scenario, a federation of AVCs
could provide a short-term replacement for the infrastruc-
ture and also provide a decision-support system.

6. Application scenarios

The main goal of this section is to illustrate the power of
the AVC concept. We touch upon several important sce-
narios illustrating various aspects AVCs that are extremely
important and that, under present-day technology are
unlikely to see a satisfactory resolution. The outlined sce-
narios are representative of two application categories: (i)
traffic management and (ii) asset management. Other cat-
egories include situational awareness, for example tipping
and cueing for threat analysis and mitigation, and noma-
dic social and business spaces, for example mobile market-
place (Sue may want to sell perfumes on her way back
from work).

6.1. Traffic management scenarios

The goal of this subsection is to discuss a number of traf-
fic management scenarios where AVCs can be useful.
While only a small number of scenarios are presented
here, it is easy to extrapolate from them and to contem-
plate many variations of these scenarios where AVCs are
likely to make a difference.

Scenario I: synchronizing traffic lights after clearing an
accident. Consider for example, a city block where a
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traffic-related event (e.g. an accident) has occurred and
where, as a consequence, a large number of vehicles are
co-located. Once the traffic event has been cleared, rely-
ing on the existing scheduling of the traffic lights will
not help dissipate the huge traffic backlog in an efficient
way. We envision a solution to this problem where the
vehicles themselves will pool their computational
resources together creating the effect of a powerful
super-computer that will recommend to a higher author-
ity a way of rescheduling the traffic lights that will serve
the purpose of de-congesting the afflicted area as fast as
possible. We note that, in general, the solution cannot
involve a handful of traffic lights but may require resched-
uling the traffic lights in a large geographic area.

As mentioned before, the ability of vehicles to pool
their resources, in a dynamic way, in support of the com-
mon good will have a huge societal impact alleviating,
among others recurring congestion events that plague
our cities around the morning or afternoon rush hour.
Also, and very importantly, while congestion is a daily
phenomenon, proactively solving the problem is infeasi-
ble because of the dynamic nature of the problem, and
of the huge computational effort its resolution requires.
The problem is best solved if and when it occurs in an
on-demand fashion dedicating the right amount of
resources rather than conservatively pre-allocating abun-
dant resources based on the worst case, which is becom-
ing increasingly infeasible. The key concept that allows
the problem to be solved efficiently and economically is
the engagement of the necessary resources from the avail-
able vehicles participating in the traffic event and their
involvement in finding a solution autonomously without
waiting for an authority to react to the complicated situ-
ation on the ground.

Scenario II: autonomous mitigation of recurring
congestion. In face of traffic congestion some drivers
often pursue detours and alternate routes that often
involve local roads. Making the decision behind the steer-
ing wheel is often challenging. The driver does not know
whether the congestion is about to ease or is worsening.
In addition, when many vehicles decide to execute the
same travel plan, local roads become flooded with traffic
that exceeds its capacity and sometimes deadlocks take
place. Contemporary ITS and traffic advisory schemes
are both slow to report traffic problems and usually do
not provide any mitigation plan. An AVC-based solution
will be the most appropriate and effective choice. Basi-
cally, vehicles in the vicinity will be able to query the plan
of each other and estimate the impact on local roads. In
addition, an accurate assessment of the cause of the con-
gestion and traffic flow can be made by contacting vehi-
cles close to where the bottleneck is. In addition,
appropriate safety precautions can be applied to cope with
the incident, e.g. poor air quality due to the smoke of a
burned vehicle.

Interestingly, this approach can be applied not to driv-
ers on the road but also to those who are about to leave
home. Delayed start and telecommuting may be consid-
ered as an alternative in order to increase productivity
and avoid wasted energy and time.

Scenario III: sharing on-road safety messages. The trend in
the car manufacturing industry is to equip new vehicles
with major sensing capabilities in order to achieve effi-
cient and safe operation. For example, Honda is already
installing cameras on their Civic models in Japan. The
cameras track the lines on the road and help the driver
stay in lane. A vehicle would thus be a mobile sensor node
and an AVC can be envisioned as a huge wireless sensor
network with very dynamic membership. It would be
beneficial for a vehicle to query the sensors of other vehi-
cle in the vicinity in order to increase the fidelity of its
own sensed data, get an assessment of the road conditions
and the existence of potential hazard ahead. For example
when the tire pressure sensor on a vehicle reports the loss
of air, vehicles that are coming behind on the same lane
should suspect the existence of nails on the road and
may consider changing the lane. The same happens when
a vehicle changes lane frequently and significantly exceeds
the speed limit; vehicles that come behind, and which
cannot see this vehicle, can suspect the presence of
aggressive drivers on the road and consider staying away
from the lanes and/or keeping a distance from the poten-
tially dangerous driver. The same applies when detecting
holes, unmarked speed breakers, black ice, etc. Contem-
porary VANET design cannot pull together the required
solution and foster the level of coordination needed for
providing these safety measures.

Scenario IV: dynamic management of HOV lanes. As
pointed out by the US-DOT in its 2008 report and
guidelines, ‘the primary purpose of an HOV lane is to
increase the total number of people moved through a con-
gested corridor by offering two kinds of incentives: a savings
in travel time and a reliable and predictable travel time.
Because HOV lanes carry vehicles with a higher number
of occupants, they may move significantly more people dur-
ing congested periods, even when the number of vehicles that
use the HOV lane is lower than on the adjoining general-
purpose lanes. In general, carpoolers, vanpoolers, and tran-
sit users are the primary beneficiaries of HOV lanes’ [26].

It is, thus, plainly obvious that the main goal of
HOV lanes is to promote traffic fluidity and to prevent
traffic slowdowns and congestion. Due to insufficient
cyber-physical means (appropriate signs being one key
shortcoming) most cities in the USA only use HOV lanes
at rush hour. However, AVC could make recommenda-
tions for setting up HOV lanes dynamically in the best
interest of promoting traffic fluidity and of minimizing
travel times for people using the designated HOV lanes.
AVCs can enable such a dynamic solution by factoring
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data from sensors on board the individual vehicles, e.g.
occupancy sensors, and local traffic intensity in order to
optimally configure the HOV lanes. Such a solution is
infeasible under present-day technology.

The same idea applies to the strategy of marking certain
streets and thoroughfares as ‘one-way’ in support of
improving the fluidity of traffic. Again, currently such
an approach is infeasible mostly because of insufficient
signaling means. This, however, should not be a problem
in AVC since the drivers will be alerted in real time to
road occlusions and other dynamic changes.

6.2. Asset management scenarios

The goal of this subsection is to present a number of plau-
sible scenarios that illustrate the potential use of AVCs for
managing existing assets.

Scenario V: mobile experimental and analytics laboratory in
support of homeland security. Sensor networks are expected
to evolve into long-lived, open, ubiquitous, multi-purpose
networked systems. Recently, the authors have proposed
ANSWER, an autonomous networked sensor system whose
mission is to provide in situ users with real-time, secure infor-
mation that enhances their situational and location awareness
[37]. ANSWER finds immediate applications in homeland
security. The architectural model of ANSWER is composed
of a large number of sensors and of a set of (mobile) aggrega-
tion-and-forwarding nodes, possibly AVC nodes, that orga-
nize and manage their sensors (if any) and the sensors in
their vicinity. As argued in [37], ANSWER can provide
secure, QoS-aware information and analysis services to
in situ mobile users in support of application-level tasks and
queries, while hiding network-level details. We anticipate that
anAVCcannaturally interface ina symbiotic relationship with
ANSWER creating a powerful mission-oriented system.

Scenario VI: augmenting the capabilities of small
businesses. Consider a small business employing about
250 people and specializing in offering IT support and
services. It is not hard to imagine that, even if we allow for
car-pooling, there will be up to 150 vehicles parked in the
company’sparking lot.Day in anddayout, the computational
resources in those vehicles are sitting idle. We envision har-
vesting the corporate computational and storage resources
in the vehicles sitting in the parking lot for the purpose of cre-
ating a computer cluster and a huge distributed data storage
facility that, with proposer security safeguards in place, will
turn out to be an important asset that the company cannot
afford to waste.

Scenario VII: efficient tasking of law enforcement
officers. Law enforcement officers play a crucial role in
keeping the road safe for motorists. Even if a police vehi-
cle is so visible on the road, it serves as a deterrent for
aggressive drivers and vehicle safety violators. An AVC
can be used as an effective resource-planning tool for

the police squad. Moving vehicles form an AVC and
report to the police so that decisions can be made effi-
ciently about deploying troopers in certain spots and/or
employing surveillance cameras and aircraft to identify
and video tape violators for further assigning fines. That
will allow effective usage of officers’ time and enable them
to allocate resources for other vital tasks such as criminal
investigation and prevention. Implementing this idea
through today’s technology is resource-prohibitive and
requires major infrastructure investment.

Scenario VIII: dynamic management of parking
facilities. Anyone who has attempted to find a conve-
nient parking spot in the downtown area of a big city
or close to a university campus where the need for parking
by far outstrips the supply would certainly be interested to
enlist the help of an automated parking management
facility. The problem of managing parking availability is
a ubiquitous and a pervasive one, and several solutions
were reported recently [38, 39, 41, 43]. However, most
of the existing solutions rely on a centralized solution
where reports from individual parking garages and park-
ing meters are aggregated at a central (city-wide) location
and then disseminated to the public. The difficulty is with
the real-time management of parking availability since the
information that reaches the public is often stale and out-
dated. This, in turn, may worsen the situations especially
when a large number of drivers are trying to park, say, to
attend a down-town event.

We envision that by real-time pooling the information
about the availability of parking at various locations inside
the city, an AVC consisting of the vehicles that happen to
be in a certain neighborhood will be able to maintain real-
time information about the availability of parking and
direct the drivers to the most promising location where
parking is (still) available.

Scenario IX: dynamic asset management in planned
evacuations. In cases of predicted disasters, such as hurri-
canes,massive evacuations areoftennecessary inorder tomin-
imize the impact of the disaster on human lives. However,
there are several issues involved in a large-scale evacuation.
For example, once an evacuation is underway, finding avail-
able resources, such as gasoline, drinking water, medical facil-
ities and shelter, quickly becomes an issue [12]. In its recent
report on hurricane evacuations [9], the US-DOT found that
emergency evacuation plans often do not even consider avail-
ability of such resources. The US-DOT also determined that
emergency managers need a method for communicating with
evacuees during the evacuation in order to provide updated
information. The report suggested that traffic monitoring
equipment should be deployed to provide real-time traffic
information along evacuation routes.

We now point out natural ways in which AVC can work
with the emergency management center overseeing the
evacuation in order to provide travel time estimates,
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notification of available resources, such as gasoline, food,
and shelter, and notification of contra-flow roadways to
the evacuees. We anticipate that the vehicles involved in
the evacuation will self-organize into one or several
inter-operating vehicular clouds that will work hand in
hand with the emergency management center. In the
course of this interaction, the emergency managers can
upload information about open shelters to the central
server.

It is important to note that this system would be used
to facilitate an evacuation before disaster strikes, so we
assume that electricity and network connections are avail-
able. In addition to having state authorities send informa-
tion to the AVCs about evacuations or contra-flow lanes,
using role-based communication as described earlier, the
AVCs themselves could determine the direction and
speed that traffic is flowing. The evacuees entering
entrance ramps onto contra-flow roadways (these ramps
would likely have been used as exit ramps previously) will
be alerted to the direction that traffic is moving. The
AVCs could also alert drivers to upcoming entrance
ramps that were previously used as exit ramps during
non-contra-flow travel. Since the AVC system can easily
monitor traffic flow, it could offer recommendations to
the emergency center about which roadways are good
contra-flow candidates.

Scenario X: AVCs in developing counties. We conjecture
that the usefulness and practicality of the AVC concept
will become even more apparent in developing countries
lacking a sophisticated centralized decision-support infra-
structure. We further conjecture that, in such contexts,
AVCs will play an essential role in bringing together a
huge number of relatively modest computational
resources available in the vehicular network into one or
several foci of computing and communications that will
find and/or recommend solutions to problems arising
dynamically and that cannot possibly be resolved with
the existing infrastructure. We have seen a similar phe-
nomenon happening with the penetration of cell phones
in developing countries where they were adopted rapidly
and unhesitatingly by a population that had access to a
modest landline telephony system.

7. AVC research issues

The application scenarios discussed above require better
V2V and V2I collaboration in order to reach critical
and mutually beneficial decisions, effective and unconven-
tional management to cope with the highly dynamic nat-
ure of the computing, communication, sensing and
physical resources, and well-defined operation structures
that enable autonomy and authority in adjusting local set-
tings with the potential of making wide impact.

Currently, our group is initiating several research pro-
jects in AVC engineering. We now present some of the

research issues along the three systems engineering
dimensions, namely structure, function and behavior
(operation and policy).

7.1. Architectural challenges

d Elastic mobile architecture
s The AVC networking and associated protocol

architecture must be developed to accommodate
changing application demands and resource avail-
ability on the move.

d Resilient AVC architecture in the wild
s AVC basic structural and composed building

blocks must be designed and engineered to
withstand structural stresses induced by the inher-
ent instability in the operating environment.
Research is needed on architectures enabling vehi-
cle visualization and migration of virtual vehicles.

d Service-oriented network architecture
s Contemporary layered network architectures, for

example the TCP/IP stack, have proven limited
in face of evolving applications and technologies.
We envision the adoption of service-oriented com-
ponent-based network architectures with intrinsic
monitoring and learning capabilities.

7.2. Functional challenges

d Enabling AVC autonomy
s Research is needed on developing a trustworthy

base, negotiation and strategy formulation meth-
odology (game theory, etc.), efficient communica-
tion protocols, data processing and decision-
support systems, etc.

d Managing highly dynamic cloud membership
s There is a critical need to efficiently manage mobil-

ity, resource heterogeneity (including sensing,
computation and communication), trust and vehi-
cle membership (change in interest, change in
location, resource denial and/or failure).

d Cyber-physical control
s AVCs can be defined by their aggregated cyber and

physical resources. Their aggregation, coordina-
tion and control are non-trivial research issues.

d Cooperation between AVCs
s To motivate the need for AVCs to cooperate, imag-

ine that in adjacent areas of a municipality there is a
sporting event as well as a rock concert downtown.
Both these events are very likely to draw a huge
crowd. Now, assuming that due to bad planning
by the municipality, the two events end at the same
time, creating two distinct zones of massive conges-
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tion. In such a scenario, each congestion event will
trigger the formation of an ad hoc AVC. These
two AVCs will have to coordinate and to solve the
congestion problem collectively, since they cannot
proceed to selfishly reschedule traffic lights in a
way that benefits each of them individually.

7.3. Operational and policy challenges

d Trust and trust assurance

s In order for the vision outlined above to become
reality, the problems of assuring emergent trust
and security in AVC communication and informa-
tion need to be addressed. The establishment of
trust relationships between the various players is
a key component of trustworthy computation
and communication. We argue that since typically
most, if not all the vehicles involved, must have
met before, the task of establishing proactively, a
basic trust relationship between vehicles is possible
and may be even desirable (think in terms of vehi-
cles that meet day after day in a parking garage).

s Also, in order to be effective at cooperative prob-
lem solving, an AVC may need to have delegated
authority to take local action in lieu of a central
authority. Referring to our motivating scenarios,
it is clearly useless for the vehicles involved in a traf-
fic jam to produce a workable schedule of the traffic
lights that will best promote the rapid dissipation of
congestion if they do not have the authority to
implement such a schedule. Clearly, the resolution
of this problem resides in some form of a trust rela-
tionship that needs to be forged between the muni-
cipal or county authority and the AVC.

d Contract-driven versus ad hoc AVC

s We anticipate that AVCs will be largely contract-
driven, where the owner of the vehicle or fleet con-
sents to renting out some form of excess computa-
tional or storage capacity. At the same time,
mobility concerns dictate that in addition to the
contract-based form of AVC, it should be possible
to form an AVC in an ad hoc manner as necessi-
tated by dynamically changing situations like those
discussed in the scenarios above.

d Effective operational policies

s In order for the AVCs to operate and inter-operate
seamlessly, issues related to authority establish-
ment and management, decision support and con-
trol structure, the establishment of accountability
metrics, assessment and intervention strategies,
rules and regulations, standardization, etc. must
all be addressed. Dealing with these will require a
broad participation and must involve local, state
or even federal decision makers.

d AVC utility computing

s There is a need for economic models and metrics
to determine reasonable pricing and billing for
AVC services.

8. Architectures for AVCs

Although our ultimate goal is to produce a unified archi-
tectural framework for the AVC, the main goal of this
section is to review several possible architectures, of
increasing complexity that suit various particular manifes-
tations of AVCs.

8.1. A static architecture

In some cases, an AVC may behave just as a conventional
cloud. This is, no doubt, the case in static environments
as the one we contemplate below. Indeed, consider a
small business employing about 250 people and specializ-
ing in offering IT support and services. It is not hard to
imagine that, even if we allow for car-pooling, there will
be up to 150 vehicles parked in the company’s parking
lot. Day in and day out, the computational resources in
those vehicles are sitting idle.

The company may proactively seek the formation of a
static AVC by providing appropriate incentives to its
employees who will rent the resources of their vehicles
to the company on a per-day, per-week or per-month
basis. The resulting (more or less) static AVC will harvest
the corporate computational and storage resources of the
participating vehicles sitting in the parking lot for the pur-
pose of creating a computer cluster and a huge distributed
data storage facility that, with proper security safeguards
in place, will turn out to be an important asset that the
company cannot afford to waste.

In the scenario above, the architecture of the AVC will
be almost identical to the architecture of a conventional
cloud, with the additional twist of, perhaps, limiting the
interaction to week-days.

8.2. Interfacing with a static infrastructure

It is often the case that an AVC is created and evolves in
an area instrumented by the deployment of some form of
a static infrastructure supportive of the management of
various activities. In an urban setting, such an infrastruc-
ture includes traffic lights, cameras as well as the utility or
street lighting poles. On our roadways, the static infra-
structure includes ILDs, the road-side units and other
ITS hardware deployed in support of traffic monitoring
and management.

We note here that in a not-so-distant future, a pre-
deployed set of tiny sensors, even if not organized in a
permanent sensor network, may play the role of the static
infrastructure that the AVC may find it beneficial to inter-
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act with. In fact, this view is consistent with our NSF-
funded ANSWER project [6] where the place of the
PSAR is taken by the AVC that is constantly interacting
with the static infrastructure.

It is self-evident that the AVC benefits from the interac-
tion with the existing static infrastructure. Consider for
example, a city block where a minor traffic-related event
has occurred and where, as a consequence, a number of
vehicles are co-located. Once the traffic event has been
cleared, relying on the existing scheduling of the traffic
lights will not help dissipate the traffic backlog in an effi-
cient way. We envision a solution to this problem where
the vehicles themselves will pool their computational
resources together creating the effect of a powerful super-
computer that will recommend to a higher authority a
way of rescheduling the traffic lights that will serve the pur-
pose of de-congesting the afflicted area as fast as possible.

It is worth noting that in this particular instance, the
scope of the traffic lights to reschedule is relatively modest
and does not require the federation of several AVCs.

8.3. A simple dynamic architecture

Consider for example, a city block where a minor traffic-
related event has occurred and where, as a consequence, a
number of vehicles are co-located. Once the traffic event
has been cleared, relying on the existing scheduling of the
traffic lights will not help dissipate the traffic backlog in
an efficient way. We envision a solution to this problem
where the vehicles themselves will pool their computational
resources together creating the effect of a powerful super-
computer that will recommend to a higher authority a
way of rescheduling the traffic lights that will serve the pur-
pose of de-congesting the afflicted area as fast as possible.

It is worth noting that in this particular instance, the
scope of the traffic lights to reschedule is relatively modest
and does not require the federation of several AVCs. The
architecture that will support the formation of this AVC
will involve the following elements:

d A broker elected spontaneously among the vehicles
that will attempt to spontaneously form an AVC.

d The broker will then secure a preliminary authoriza-
tion from a higher (city) forum for the formation of
an AVC. If several brokers attempt to secure such an
authorization simultaneously, one will succeed and
the others will possibly form a team that will coordi-
nate the formation of the AVC. In the sequel we
assume that there is a unique broker.

d The broker will inform the vehicles in the area of the
received authorization and will invite participation in
the AVC.

d The cars will/or will not respond to the invitation on
a purely autonomous basis.

d The broker decides if a sufficient number of vehicles
have volunteered and will then announce the forma-
tion of the AVC.

d The AVC will pool their computational resources to
form a powerful super-computer that, using a digital
map of the area, will produce a proposal schedule to
the higher (city) forum for approval and
implementation.

d Once the proposal has been accepted and imple-
mented, the AVC is dissolved.

While the scenario above and the resulting architecture
are slightly more complex than those of a conventional
cloud, we note that, in general, the solution cannot
involve only a handful of traffic lights but will require re-
scheduling the traffic lights in a large area. This motivates
the collaboration of several AVCs.

9. Concluding remarks

The main goal of this paper was to put forth a novel con-
cept whose time has come: namely that of AVCs. AVCs
are emerging from the convergence of advances in mobil-
ity, powerful embedded in-vehicle resources, ubiquitous
sensing and cloud computing. When fully realized and
deployed, AVCs would yield significant enhancements
in safety, security and economic vitality of our modern
society. They would enable non-conventional applica-
tions that go far beyond what people are expecting from
today’s VANET and ITS. Not surprisingly, the practical
realization of our vision and the production of AVC stan-
dards will require tackling numerous novel technical chal-
lenges, whose resolution will certainly involve adopting a
clean-slate approach. New research and development pro-
grams are needed to build AVC reference models, archi-
tectures and protocols, to address emergent trust and
trust assurance issues, to provide AVC-driven cyber-phys-
ical resource coupling and coordination, to realize
broader benefits through AVC federations, among many
others. In addition to terrestrial vehicles the AVC concept
also applies to aerial and aquatic vehicles or any hybrid
combination thereof.
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